
Mother of Pearl 
Collection

Exclusive, beautiful, classy 
and stylish tableware 
brought to you in Australia 
by Nestaire. Hand-made by 
skilled craftsmen, each 
product is unique and a piece 
of art. 
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Mother of Pearl Table Ware

Unique yet classy, Nestaire’s Mother of Pearl Collection is the ultimate choice in traditional Table Ware.

Each piece of this collection is very detailed and crafted by hands by skilled artisans. Since each piece is made 
by hand and individually crafted, this makes them unique as there will not be another piece that will be 
identical. We work with best craftsmen even in remote locations of India to bring you this fine art and 

thousands of years of tradition.

Our mother of pearl tableware is not only beautiful, classy but is also a heathy natural choice over other 
tableware made from Plastics or contain toxic chemicals.

Since the tableware is lined with a layer of mother of pearl, each fragment reflects a different light and create 
a collage of colours when seen in natural daylight or any other bright setting. This gives the tableware an 
extra ordinary finish. This tableware is perfect to create one of a kind opulent setting to impress even the 

most discerning.

We Welcome you to the world of Nestaire, We enhance Your Life.





Mother of Pearl Decorative Trays





Mother of Pearl Tray 
MONARCH

Traditional yet stylish tray lined with colourful mother
of pearl, designed in royal traditional style.

Perfect as decorative or serving tray, at dinner table,
coffee table or any other décor of your home. Serve
guests or showcase as centrepiece of table, will add
beauty and flair to your home.

SKU: PITRWHRCMP





Mother of Pearl Tray 
MAGNA

Elegant and stylish tray lined with colourful mother of
pearl mixed with brass filaments, in simple layered
pattern.

Perfect as decorative or serving tray, at dinner table,
coffee table or any other décor of your home. Serve
guests or showcase as centrepiece of table, will add
beauty and flair to your home.

SKU: PITRWHRCMPBR





Beautiful and classy tray lined with colourful mother
of pearl mixed with brass filaments, in wider layered
arrangements

Perfect as decorative or serving tray, at dinner table,
coffee table or any other décor of your home. Serve
guests or showcase as centrepiece of table, will add
beauty and flair to your home.

Mother of Pearl Tray 
RECHER

SKU: PITRMCRCMP



Mother of Pearl Tissue Dispensers and Covers







Beautiful and classy tissue dispenser box lined with colourful
mother of pearl and brass filaments, in thin layered
arrangements. Lined with soft “shaneel” cloth from inside
gives it a rich and soft feel.

Perfect to be a centrepiece of dinner table, coffee table or
any other décor of your home. Get away from ordinary and
bring class and flair to your home.

Mother of Pearl Tissue Dispenser 
RITZ

SKU: PITBWHRCPB





Beautiful and classy tissue dispenser box lined with colourful
black mother of pearl filaments, in artistic layered pattern. Lined
with soft “shaneel” cloth from inside gives it a rich and soft feel.

Perfect to be a centrepiece of dinner table, coffee table or any
other décor of your home. Get away from ordinary and bring
class and flair to your home.

Mother of Pearl Tissue Dispenser 
PLUSH

SKU: PITBBLRCMP





Beautiful and classy tissue dispenser box lined with white
mother of pearl filaments, in artistic wide layered pattern. Lined
with soft “shaneel” cloth from inside gives it a rich and soft feel.

Perfect to be a centrepiece of dinner table, coffee table or any
other décor of your home. Get away from ordinary and bring
class and flair to your home.

Mother of Pearl Tissue Dispenser 
LAVANCE

SKU: PITBWHRCMP





Beautiful and classy tissue box square cover lined with white
mother of pearl and brass filaments, in thin layered pattern.
Lined with soft “shaneel” cloth from inside gives it a rich and
soft feel.

Compatible with small square sized tissue boxes and perfect to
be used as a centrepiece of dinner, coffee tables, in bathrooms
or any other décor of your home.

Mother of Pearl Tissue Box Cover 
LUXE

SKU: PITBWHSQPB



Mother of Pearl Decorative or Fruit Bowls







Beautiful and classy decorative fruit bowl in round shape is
lined with white colourful mother of pearl pieces, in artistic
wide layered circular pattern. Natural mother of pearl layer is
good for health in contrast with plastics or other chemical
based products.

Perfect to be a centrepiece of dinner table, coffee table to store
fruits or keep jewellery and other valuable items.

Mother of Pearl Decorative Bowl 
REGAL

SKU: PIFBWHRDMP





Beautiful and classy decorative fruit bowl in oval shape lined
with white colourful mother of pearl pieces, in artistic wide
layered circular pattern. Natural mother of pearl layer is good
for health in contrast with plastics or other chemical based
products.

Perfect to be a centrepiece of dinner table, coffee table to store
fruits or keep jewellery and other valuable items.

Mother of Pearl Decorative Bowl 
VOGUE

SKU: PIFBWHOVMP



Mother of Pearl Coasters







Beautiful and elegant round shaped table or bar coasters lined
with white colourful mother of pearl pieces, in artistic wide
layered arched pattern.

Perfect to be a centrepiece of dinner table, coffee table or as a
bar accessory with style and impress your guests with your
unique taste.

Mother of Pearl Round Coasters

SKU: PICOWHRDMP





Beautiful and elegant square shaped table or bar coasters
lined with white colourful mother of pearl pieces, in artistic
wide layered arched pattern.

Perfect to be a centrepiece of dinner table, coffee table or as a
bar accessory with style and impress your guests with your
unique taste.

Mother of Pearl Square Coasters

SKU: PICOWHRDMP



For any enquiries or information, please 
reach out to us at info@nestaire.com.au, 
or by phone +61 – 414 198 754
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